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A non-cooperative ^-person game is originated by J. F. Nash 111. It is
a game in which each player acts independently without collaboration or
communication with any of the others, thus it admits no coalitions [8] formed
by the players of the game. He has introduced the notion of equilibrium
points in an ^-person game ĈH which yields a generalization of the concept
of the solution of a two-person zero-sum game, and has proved that any
finite non-cooperative game has an equilibrium point. The purpose of this
paper is to show the existence of an equilibrium point of a stochastic game,
defined below, in which each component game is an infinite non-cooperative
7z-person game. The proof will be carried out by making use of a fixed point
theorem due to K. Fan £2] and I. L. Glicksberg M which is a generaliza-
tion of a theorem of Kakutani C5H to a locally convex space. This proof
given here is closely related to that of A. M. Fink Ê lj.

We shall concern ourselves with a stochastic non-cooperative ?z-person
game. First we begin with its definition. Let / = {i, 2, ••-, s} be a finite set
of states. There is assumed to be associated with each state ί and Player h a
compact space ]>]! called a strategic space. Let us denote by 9Kj[ the set of
regular probability measures in Σ l which is referred to as the space of
mixed strategies of Player h at the state ί. We put on 5 ] | the vague topology
so that it is a compact space HID. Let us denote by gl(tfO(—gi(tfί? ? 0"D)
gain of Player h when each player k chooses a pure strategy σ|( e Σ D a ^
state ί. Here we assume that the function g{ is continuous in 5]{ x ... x ]̂»>
so that there exists a positive number N independent of &', h such that \g{ \<L
N. The set Γ = (Σί , •-, Σ L gi, •••> gL 3Kί> •••> 5D?D will be referred to as an
i-th component game of the stochastic non-cooperative /z-person game which
will be defined below. At the state ί, each player chooses a pure strategy
<fίι £ Σ l independently of the others, where Player h is assumed to use a mixed
strategy /4 ( e 3JΪj). Once the choice has been made, the game proceeds to a
next state j with transition probability p ί y (<?'') assumed to be continuous in

L o r stops with probability piQ($1} assumed to satisfy the condition

infp ί o (<?'') = P°>0.
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Let us denote by /? an ra-dimensional vector (μ{, ..., #£) c 77 2Kj, by (4'; Pj[) an

rc-dimensional vector (A{, •••, /4-ι> P/ , /4+ι> •••> »̂X and by $Λ an s-dimensional
s

vector (/ ,̂ ..., A|) 6 77 SJij. A stochastic non-cooperative ra-person game Γ is
ί=l

defined as a collection of all Γ*, pij, and p'° for i, y= i, , s, where the payments
accumulate throughout the course of the play (cf. TO, cion). There we note
that each player uses the stationary strategies.

Now we consider the infinite game Γ1 which starts at the state ί. Then
the expected value G|(/ίι, •••, $») of the gains of Player h is given by

(1) Gj (&, - , A) - gί Gδ'') + i ] P |V (4 VA (40 +

z ' = 1, , 5; Λ = 1, ., n.

The right hand series of (1) is clearly absolutely convergent.

DEFINITION 1. We say that (/?ι, •••,/?») is a n equilibrium point of the
infinite game Γ{ when

(2) GlCδi, ..-, AΛ-I, PΛ, /ΣΛ+I, •••, A » ) ^ Gj[(/iι, •-., 4»)

^ s

for any PΛ 6 779Jί| and for every h.
i = l

It is our main purpose to prove that the infinite games Γl ( ΐ = l , ••-, s)
have equilibrium points. Now it is obvious that {Gί(4ι5 " 5 4»)} is a unique
solution of the simultaneous system of linear equations with unknowns v\ :

(3) vi=gi
y=ι

For ΐ;={z;|}? ί = ι , •••, s; A=ι, •••, TZ, we use the notations vh = (vl, ••-, t J) and

DEFINITION 2. We say that (4ι, •••, AO is an equilibrium point of the
stochastic game Γ when

for any ph € ΠWli and for every h and i.
ί = 1

We shall show the following
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THEOREM. Any stochastic game Γ has an equilibrium point.

Proof. Let / be an interval [ — A, A} such that N/p°<LA. Let us denote
by v, w /is-dimensional vectors 6 / x x /, and by /?, P, /zs-dimensional vectors

ns

€ yjl\ x ••• x Wls
n. Put K=Ix . . . x 7x 9K} x . . . x SKj. It is a compact convex set

of a locally convex space. Consider a point to set mapping

where w and φ(υ, μ) are defined as follows:

(4) w[ = sup. CgίGδ''; Pί) + ΣJp"Gδ''; P ί H
Plh*^lh 3

and ϊ> e φ(v, μ) if and only if

According to our choice of A^ it is clear that w e 7x - - x I and that φ(v9 β) is
a compact convex subset of 9Ή| x . x 2K£. If we can show that the mapping
Φ is upper semi-continuous, or the graph of the mapping is closed, then we
can apply a theorem of Ky Fan [_2~] to conclude that there exists a (£, μ) such
that (v, β) e Φ(ΰ, β\ that is, by (4),

(6) v(= .sup. [gi(4''; PD-

and by (5), we have

Now we proceed to the proof of the upper semi-continuity of our mapping
Φ. In terms of nets, it will be sufficient to show that

(8) if vs -^v,w8-> w, βs -> A and j)δ ( e φ (vs, /2δ)) ->• P,

then (w, v) e Φ(t;, /2). In fact we have

and
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Passing to the limit, we have

and

.7 = 1

which prove that (w, p) 6 (5(2, μ).

Let us consider a (z), /?) e Φ(25 /?), whose existence has been proved above.
We shall show that (/?1? -••, βn) is the equilibrium point of the stochastic game
Γ. By (6) we have

y=ι

Put

(9)
j = ι

Then u^^Lvl for ΐ = l, -- ,5. We have

(10) yiCδ'; Pi) + Σ p / y ( ^ ;
y = ι

By (9) and (10) we have

(11) y = i

^gW', Pi) + Σ p 0 ' ^ ' ; Pί)βriCδy; Pi) + Σ Σ p ' V ; PDp '̂W; Pί)βrϊCδ*; Pί)+ •

On the other hand, {v(} is a solution of (3), whence t?j = Gj(/?i, ••-,/?») as
already remarked. Then the inequalities yield
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for any ph e Π^. Thus our theorem is proved.
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